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THE HERITAGE
OF THE HAÞEG COUNTRY

The Ha eg Country because of its geographical position, variety of landscapes,
climate and natural resources, has created good conditions for human life. This
explains the numerous archaeological finds in the region including one of the
earliest traces of human life in the region such as the Neanderthal specimens
from the Ohaba Ponor and Ciclovina caves (-29 milions years with Argon-
Argon +/- 5%).
In the same region thee were found also traces of and the

location has revealed also an important set of jewelry, dated at the end of the
bronze age beginning of the iron age. The most important artifact belonging to
the bronze age found in the Ha eg Country is a celtic helmet now in Austria
Vienna.
The Iron Age is well represented in the land, with important settlements found
on the hills such as the one from Subcetate Hill.
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Homo sapiens fossilis

The conical bronze helmet with a very
short neck guard and cheek pieces is very
well preserved. Vestiges of tin on the top
are proving that the piece originally had a
metal helm crest. A narrow peak guarded
the neck, the cheek pieces are arranged by
three chased bulges covered with bronze
sheet on the inner side. The throatband
was riveted to the ends of the cheek piece.
Helmets of this type were worn from the
end of the fourth century to the third
century BC, which is according to
historical tradition the period of the
Celtic expansion.
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The Antic history of the region is a mixture of the two important cultures that have
influenced the region: the Dacians and the Romans. The core of the Dacian state
was situated just some tenths of kilometers away from the region, and the area has
significant traces of the presence of this civilization.
On the other hand, the Romans, after two battles at the Tapae pass, wishing to
avoid a third conflict have built just outside the pass the colonia Ulpia Traiana
Sarmizegetusa, which will become the capitol for the province of Dacia. The
whole region has traces of the rich Roman life especially rich rural roman retreat
farms known as Villa Rustica.

Roman history
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THE HERITAGE
OF THE HAÞEG COUNTRY

Haþeg came into being on the place of the old nucleus of the Dacian state and of
Roman Dacia. Since it was first mentioned in documents in 1247, it has been quite a
distinct subprovince, through its social structures that have long been exclusively
Romanian, as well as through original creations of material culture, with traces that
have been preserved to date. In the 15th century, "the Haþeg Country" or district
consolidated its entity and historical individuality, becoming Transylvania's main
fortress of defense against the Ottoman incursions at a time when the numerous
brave princes and free Romanians there turned into a basic pawn of the
Transylvanian armies and of the fortresses on the Southern front of the Hungarian
Kingdom. Witnessing an upsurge and assertion in the time of Ioan of Hunedoara,
coming from those places and of the big victorious anti-Ottoman battles, the Haþeg
Land has preserved its political-administrative individuality during the Middle
Ages, until its old organization was dismantled in mid-19th century. Its human
structures were always based on the gentry, with a very complicated evolution, very
interesting for that matter.
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Coltului Monastery, raised sometime between the late l4th century and the
early l5th century lies very close to the river and the highway.The church stands
out through two particular elements:firstly, through the location of the tower
over the altar and secondly through the remains of the inside frescoes.

In the village, you can see one of the newly restored churches of
Hateg.Its steeple has preserved its initial l5th century shape and beneath it, in
the tympanon of the entrance to the nave, there is the most remarkable
testimony of frescoes in the same perimeter. Ostrov also stands out through its
original cemetery fence. Originally, it was made up of nearly 300 Roman stones
of all types,arranged in a genuine unique protoexhibit.

Ostrov

Densus is only two kilometers away. Its name will always be linked to one of the
Romanian churches turned into a myth. Hardly when you are in front of it do
all the stories seem true: a surprising architectonic plane, minutely achieved,
with an extravagant ingeniousness and fantasy, which could only have been
displayed by a widely traveled and experienced, but extremely spontaneous
craftsman. Densus must have been built in the 13th century, probably growing
into a small family monastery in the l5th century. The church is one of those
monuments about which you can always discover something new and
wonderful.

Sânpetru is situated about half-way between Râu de Mori and Sântamarie
Orlea. The Romanian church there, which goes back to the l4-15th centuries,
has two noteworthy portals. Its Western façade looks like a small exhibit of
reused Roman pieces.

The parish church was built in the late 13th century. Its
interior was painted around 1311,displaying some of the most beautiful
frescoes in Southern Transylvania. In the 15th century, more frescoes of a clear
Eastern origin were added to its altar. This interior mix makes the church in
Sântamarie one of the most original medieval monuments in the whole of
Transylvania, where the Catholic and the Orthodox denominations have
coexisted in a surprising synthesis. What is important is still the fact that in
1447,the locality was donated to the Cândea family in Râu de Mori, whose
property it was up to the modern epoch. At the moment, the church is one of
the very few Protestant churches in the Ha eg Country.

Sântamarie Orlea

þ

Middle Ages - religious buildings
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Haþeg came into being on the place of the old nucleus of the Dacian state and of
Roman Dacia. Since it was first mentioned in documents in 1247, it has been quite a
distinct subprovince, through its social structures that have long been exclusively
Romanian, as well as through original creations of material culture, with traces that
have been preserved to date. In the 15th century, "the Haþeg Country" or district
consolidated its entity and historical individuality, becoming Transylvania's main
fortress of defense against the Ottoman incursions at a time when the numerous
brave princes and free Romanians there turned into a basic pawn of the
Transylvanian armies and of the fortresses on the Southern front of the Hungarian
Kingdom. Witnessing an upsurge and assertion in the time of Ioan of Hunedoara,
coming from those places and of the big victorious anti-Ottoman battles, the Haþeg
Land has preserved its political-administrative individuality during the Middle
Ages, until its old organization was dismantled in mid-19th century. Its human
structures were always based on the gentry, with a very complicated evolution, very
interesting for that matter.
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